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Project Aims:

•Assess the health and welfare of pigs on all commonly used floor types in the UK
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•Investigate the impact of forthcoming EU directives on slat and slot sizes of concrete floors

Current Work:
•Prevalence and associated risk factors of foot lesions in growing pigs

Materials and Methods:
•93 farms were visited which were considered representative of the English
population spatially and by the total proportion of the herd which was
indoor/outdoor
•10 pigs randomly selected from a pen of 6, 8 and 14 week old pigs on each farm.
Hind left foot examined
•Data on pen condition and construction were collected on all the pens where pigs
were examined
Data Analysis:
•Outcome: proportion of pigs affected with a particular lesion in sample from each
pen; 4 most prevalent lesions modelled as separate outcomes
•2 level binomial logistic regression models built to account for clustering of pens
within farms
•All models included observer identity (n = 8) and age because of the correlation
with pen type

Results:

Sole flap

•Decrease in prevalence of sole bruising and sole erosion and an increase in prevalence of heel/sole flaps and toe erosion in 8 and 14 week
old pigs compared with a baseline of 6 week old pigs
•Increase in prevalence of sole bruising, sole erosion and heel/sole flaps on all floor types compared with soil floors
•Increase in prevalence of toe erosion on soil floors compared with all other floor types except deeply bedded solid concrete pens
•The affected population of pigs could be reduced by housing pigs on the floor type associated with the lowest prevalence of that lesion
e.g. if all weaner pigs housed on fully slatted floors were moved onto soil, there would be a 38% reduction of pigs with heel/sole flaps in
the affected population
Percent of pigs affected with each lesion by floor type, odds ratios stated above
bars where significant* (baseline of soil)
Sole bruising 7%

Sole erosion 10%

Toe erosion 11%

Heel/sole flaps 8%
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Discussion:
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